What role do glia play in long-term axon maintenance?
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

Axons are remarkable structures that can be highly branched
and cover great distances, such that most of the volume of the
neuron is contained within its axon. This elaborate morphology
causes neurons to face unique challenges when it comes to
meeting the axon’s metabolic and homeostatic needs, especially
considering the cost associated with action potential propagation
and transport along the axon. The mechanisms that regulate
axon maintenance remain poorly characterized. Glia are found
throughout the nervous system and there are several specialized
glia that associate specifically with axons, going as far as to
insulate them along their entire length as in the case of Remak
Schwann cells in the peripheral nervous system1. This striking
relationship between glia and axons has led to the long-held
belief that glia contribute significantly to axon maintenance.
Further support for this model comes from observations in
human neurodegenerative diseases such as multiple sclerosis2
and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease3, where glial cell loss precedes
axon degeneration and clinical symptoms. Furthermore,
knockout of some glial genes alone can cause axon
degeneration even in the absence of glial cell loss4,5 and recent,
exciting work has provided some evidence for a role of glia in
metabolic support6. However, despite this the widely accepted
hypothesis that glia support axons, we know surprisingly little
about the extent and molecular nature of glia’s role in long-term
axon maintenance.

Drosophila provides a genetically tractable model to
study axon-glia interactions in vivo

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

RNAi knockdown of sodium chloride cotransporter 69
(Ncc69) in glia causes increased formation of blebs in
axons

v We have generated a powerful tool to screen
thousands of genes in vivo for their involvement in glial
support of axons
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v This system can identify genes that have conserved
biological function
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Wlds blocks axon degeneration creating a sensitized
system for assaying the glial contribution to axon
maintenance

q Finish screening the remaining genes
q Validate initial hits from screen using second RNAi and
mutants with glial-specific rescue

10 dpa

q Identify pathways and gene families that are enriched
for from the screen
q Adult-specific knockdown of top candidate genes to
identify roles in development versus roles in the adult

GFP

q Identify glial subtypes involved and assess glial
integrity in knockdown animals
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q Characterize precise changes in axon maintenance
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v Our preliminary hits suggest that there are many
genes from a variety of molecular classes that cause
defects in axon maintenance when knocked down in
glia
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OBJECTIVES
In order to address this gap in our knowledge, we have
generated a system aimed to identify novel genes involved in the
glial support of axons in vivo. By expressing the chimeric protein
Wlds in neurons, we can block Wallerian degeneration in severed
axons that are no longer supported by their neuronal cell body7.
By doing so, this limits the resources available to the axon
shifting its dependence onto the surrounding glia. This creates a
sensitized system in which we can systematically knockdown
genes in glia using RNA interference (RNAi) and evaluate the
effect this has on axon integrity. Using this system we are
screening thousands of genes in order to identify novel genes
involved in long-term axon maintenance. These experiments
seek to move the field of glial biology forward by providing a
more comprehensive understanding of the molecular
mechanisms involved in glia support of axons.
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At 10 days post axotomy (dpa), there are an increased number
of blebs in nerves when Ncc69 has been knocked down in glia.
Statistics: ordinary 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple
comparisons test, n = 27, 13, and 10 wings respectively, mean ±
SD, ** = p <0.01, *** = p < 0.001

Screening a panel of over 2,000 genes in vivo using
RNAi to identify novel genes involved in glial support
of axons

Assessing glial integrity by independent labeling of
axons and glia in vivo using genetically encoded
fluorescent proteins
VGlut
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Independent cell-type specific manipulation in vivo:

Glia: RNAi
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Testing genes that are likely involved in cell-cell
signaling based on predicted protein domains
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